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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN ONE SENTENCE or ONE WORD 

1. Name the book published by E.T Paul? 

2. What is proto industrialisation? 

3. Which is the pioneer country in industrialisation? 

4. What was the work of the fuller? 

5. Why did merchants turn to countryside? 

6.  Who is stapler? 

7. Which city was known as finishing centre for cotton textile in Britain? 

8. Which was the first industry of production in Britain? 

9. Who created the cotton mill? 

10. Name the most dynamic industries of Britain? 

11. Who devised the spinning jenny? 

12. Who improved the steam engine produced by New Common? 

13. Name the pre colonial parts of India? 

14. Name the new ports introduced by British in India? 

15. Which company established political power and trade monopoly in India? 

16. Who was a Gomastha? 

17. When and where the first cotton mill was set up in India? 

18. When and where was the first Jute mill set up in India? 

19. When did the first spinning and weaving mill of Madras begin production? 

20. Name any two early entrepreneurs of India. 

21. Which European Managing Agencies controlled a large section of Indian Industries? 

22. Who was a Jobber? 

23. What is the process of converting raw hide into leather is known as? 

24. What is the name of the person who gathers cloth by pleating? 

25. Which goods were produced during World War to meet the needs of the army? 

26. What was the main function of the Jobber? 

27. At which place did the first spinning and weaving mill set up in India? 

28. In what name the Indian soldier in the British army was called? 

29. What is meant by Victorian Britain? 

30. What is tanning? 

31. Name the person who sorts wool according to its fibre? 

32. What are orient countries? 

33. Name one advantage of a mill or a factory? 

34. Give one reason why upper class preferred hand made production? 

35. What was the flying shuttle used more to speed up production? 

36. Which device was used by British to sell their goods in India? 

37. Which images appeared to the labels to woo Indians? 

38. Why were the labels used on cloth bundles? 

39. Why did workers fear the Spinning Jenny? 

40. Who devised Spinning Jenny? 

41. When did the export of British cotton goods increased dramatically? 

42. Who manufactured the new model of steam engine in 1781? 

43. What was the paid servant whom the company appointed to supervise weavers, called? 

44. When did the earliest factories come up in England? 

45. What was the person who got people from village, ensured them jobs, helped them settle in cities and 

provided them money is times of need? 

46. How did history of industrialisation often relate to first factories? 

47. What were trade guilds? 

48. Who was a merchant clothier? 

49. What was flying shuttle? 

50. Why were labels used for cloth bundles? 

51. Why were images of Gods used on labels? 

52. Why did the manufacturers use Calendars? 



 

Print Culture and the Modern World 
1. What is calligraphy? 

2. What is vellum? 

3. By what name the ancient and medieval copyist of manuscripts referred as? 

4. What were ballads? 

5. What was chap books? 

6. Who was Erasmus? 

7. Martin Luther’s ideas and writings led to which movement? 

8. Who wrote about the injustices of the caste system in Gulamgiri? 

9. Who was popularly known as Periyar? 

10. By whom was Sambad Kaumudi published in 1821? 

11. In ancient India which material was used for writing manuscripts? 

12. In which country the earliest kind print technology developed? 

13. Who said “the printing press is the most powerful engine of progress”? 

14. Who brought out the weekly magazine “Bengal Gazette? 

15. Name the first book printed by Guttenburg? 

16. What is parchment made from skin of animal is known as? 

17. In America who perfected the power driven cylindrical press? 

18. Why was Raja Ravi Verma well known? 

19. By whom was Kesari written? 

20. Why did imperial state of china get books printed? 

21. What were the drawbacks of manuscripts? 

22. What were the advantages of printing press? 

23. What was wood block printing? 

24. Name the oldest Japanese printed book? 

25. What kind of hand printed books available in Japan? 

26. What was reading mania? 

27. Who reinterpreted the message of Bible which enraged the Church? 

28. What was “Biliotheque Bleue”? 

29. What kinds of books were written by Tarabai Shinde and Pandita Ramabai? 

30. What was Vernacular Press Act? 

31. Who was Rashsundari Debi? 

32. Who wrote Chote and Bade ka Sawal? 

33. Who published the religious texts in Vernaculars in India? 

34. Who were Grim Brothers? 

35. When did first printing press come to India? 

36. Who was Marco polo? 

37. What was the earlier name of Tokyo? 

38. Why is the Japanese book Diamond Sutra well known? 

39. Who wrote the 95 thesis in 1517? 

40. Which was the first weekly paper published in India? 

41. Name the author who wrote the autobiography Amar Jiban? 

42. Why were manuscripts not used in everyday life? 

43. What was the aim of the Protestant Reformation? 

44. Why was James Augustine Hickey persecuted? 

45. Why was the Vernacular Act of 1878 opposed by Indians? 

 


